IMPLEMENTATION OF OLAP APPLICATION FOR REPORTING IN ANEKA TUNA INDONESIA CORPORATION USING SQL SERVER 2005

Abstract

Data Warehouse is a relational data base that used to query and analytical purpose, not for the transactional process. Data Warehouse can be use to support decision support sistem with store and to manage data from many source using helping tool like Online Analitical Processing (OLAP).

In this final task, OLAP is used to make report in the line of production process of PT Aneka Tuna Indonesia. PT Aneka Tuna Indonesia is a company that moved on tuna fish processing become few products that are the market most partly to the overseas. The reports, that are make, give dinamic view on production in define time included supplier report, products report, and production report by the process. The reports will be showed in table and grafic form.

With this software, it is hoped can help managemen of PT Aneka Tuna Indonesia to monitor and to care the output of their production and support the taking of company decision.